Automated perimetry: background, instruments and methods.
The goal of automated perimetry is to reduce perimetrist involvement and testing time while maintaining standardized test conditions. Proper calibration of the perimeter background luminance and target intensity is important so that results can be compared between examinations and machines. Three testing procedures may be used alone or in combination: kinetic, threshold static and suprathreshold static perimetry. The Octopus and the Perimetron are fully automated perimeters. The former uses threshold static perimetry while the latter uses kinetic and suprathreshold static perimetry. They are operated by small-sized microprocessors using miniature silicone chip circuitry. They are accurately calibrated, fulfilling the specifications deemed necessary by visual psychophysicists. Although data display and plotting problems still exist, automated perimetry is ready for thorough comparisons with Goldmann and Tübinger manual perimetry.